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saving valuable time and resources. Developing Intelligent Agent Systems not only answers the questions “what are
agents?” and “why are they useful?” but also the crucial question: “how do I design and build intelligent agent
systems?” The book covers everything a practitioner needs to know to begin to effectively use this technology including an introduction to the notion of agents, a description of the concepts involved, and a software engineering
methodology. Read on for: a practical step-by-step introduction to designing and building intelligent agent systems. a
full life-cycle methodology for developing intelligent agent systems covering specification, analysis, design and
implementation of agents. PDT: Prometheus Design Tool – software support for the Prometheus design process. the example
of an electronic bookstore to illustrate the design process throughout the book. Electronic resources including the
Prometheus Design Tool (PDT), can be found at: http://www.cs.rmit.edu.au/agents/prometheus This book is aimed at
industrial software developers, software engineers and at advanced undergraduate students. It assumes knowledge of
basic software engineering but does not require knowledge of Artificial Intelligence or of mathematics. Familiarity
with Java will help in reading the examples in chapter 10.
Passion Becomes You Michelle Reid 2019-04-11 When Jemma, a secretary, first meets Leon Stephanades, her boss’s wealthy
Greek client, she’s unable to take her eyes off him. His smile almost makes her heart burst. Jemma tells herself she
mustn’t fall for the playboy—he changes lovers as often as her parents and her boss do! In any case, he’s a confirmed
bachelor who hates being tied down. Nevertheless, aware of Jemma’s gaze, Leon tugs her toward him and softly promises,
“No conditions, no promises. But while we’re together, I’ll be yours only.” Though annoyed by his arrogance, Jemma is
unable to resist his kiss.
Every Time a Bell Rings Barbara Ankrum 2019-11-18 Once upon a time, he was everything to her, except for one thing: her
future Christmas sparkles from every bough and window at the cozy Four Winds Ski Resort, where single mother Eden
Kendall and her eight-year-old son are spending the holiday. A surprise marriage proposal from her boss’s son wasn’t on
her Christmas list, but it’s the perfect excuse to get away and weigh her options. She never imagined her son’s ski
instructor/Santa impersonator would be the gorgeous, charismatic dreamer she left behind years ago, the one who still
owns a piece of her heart. Cole Hagan has never stopped loving Eden and he’s spent the last eight years proving her
wrong on every count about his potential. While he fights to save the resort that he helped to build by organizing a
holiday concert, he decides it’s about time that Eden puts aside her list-making pragmatism so that she and her
skeptical son can experience the true magic of Christmas. Can a not-so-perfect angel help this unlikely pair get a
second chance at happily ever after?
Fire in the Ashes Jonathan Kozol 2013-09-03 The author of the National Book Award-winning Rachel and Her Children and
Amazing Grace continues the personal journeys of inner-city youths who have struggled to work through formidable racial
and economic inequalities while approaching adulthood. 60,000 first printing.
Survival, Evasion, Resistance, and Escape Handbook (SERE) United States Navy Marine Corps 2013-11-07 The manual
encompasses those basic skills necessary for worldwide survival, facilitating search and rescue efforts, evading
capture by hostile forces. It is based on and reinforces the values expressed in the Code of Conduct while maintaining
an appropriate balance of sound educational methodology and realistic/stressful training scenarios.Covers the following
areas: wilderness living, shelter construction, fire building, map and compass navigation, backpacking, food and water
procurement, wilderness medicine and first aid, signaling and rescue techniques, escape and evasion, conduct after
capture and techniques.
Securing Outer Space Natalie Bormann 2009-01-30 The challenges that space poses for political theory are profound. Yet
until now, the exploration and utilization of space has generally reflected – but not challenged – the political
patterns and impulses which characterized twentieth-century politics and International Relations. This edited volume
analyses a number of controversial policies, and contentious strategies which have promoted space activities under the
rubric of exploration and innovation, militarization and weaponization, colonization and commercialization. It places
these policies and strategies in broader theoretical perspective in two key ways. Firstly, it engages in a reading of
the discourses of space activities: exposing their meaning-producing practices; uncovering the narratives which convey
certain space strategies as desirable, inevitable and seamless. Secondly, the essays suggest ways of understanding, and
critically engaging with, the effects of particular space policies. The essays here seek to ‘bring back space’ into the
realm of International Relations discourse, from which it has been largely removed, marginalized and silenced. The
various chapters do this by highlighting how activities in outer space are always connected to earth-bound practices
and performances of the every day. Securing Outer Space will be of great interest to students of space power, critical
security studies and IR theory.
Improve Your Writing with NLP Judith Pearson 2013-07-31 The secret to great writing lies in learning how to alternate
between three mindsets: Dreamer, Realist and Critic. The author will tell you exactly how to get into each mindset and
how to apply it. This book will teach you the NLP models for creativity, tenacity and meticulous attention to detail.
Read this book and you'll know how to write persuasively, hypnotically and prolifically.
Growing Up in Heaven James Van Praagh 2011-05-24 “[JamesVan Praagh] has changed people’s lives, banished thefear of
death, and brought grieving parents the solace of their dead children’spresence . . . It is impossible not to be
moved.” —Newsweek “Hereally is a healer. . . . He is the real thing.” —Shirley MacLaine World-renownedpsychic James Van
Praagh reveals the truth aboutchildren in the afterlife, verifying that their spirits remain enduringlyconnected to the
world of the living even from the great hereafter. In GrowingUp in Heaven, the New York Times bestselling author of
GhostsAmong Us and Unfinished Business offers a heartwarming, visionaryconfirmation of our deepest hopes and wishes for
the children who have goneahead of us to their great reward.
Beginning Rock Lead Guitar Hal Leonard Publishing Corporation 1996-09-01 (Pocket Guide). Learn to play rock leads in
the style of guitar greats like Page, Hendrix, Clapton, Van Halen, Angus Young, Slash, Cantrell, and more! This handy
guide covers scales and modes; articulations; speed exercises; rock licks; alternate picking; key changes; and more!
Electric Circuits Solutions Manual James William Nilsson 2000-12-15
Guillaume Faye and the Battle of Europe Michael O'Meara 2013-01 Europe is at war and does not know it. She is overrun
by invaders from the Global South, who seek to replace those who have inhabited her lands for at least the last 30,000
years. She is subject to an American overlord, whose world system dictates her de-Europeanization and globalization.
She is mismanaged and betrayed by EU technocrats, corrupt politicians, and plutocratic elites. Without a revolutionary
mobilization in her defense, the thousand-year-old civilization that grew out of the medieval Respublica Christiana and
that we today associate with 'Europe' - along with the unique genetic heritage of her peoples - will forever cease to
exist. Guillaume Faye - doctorate from one of France's most prestigious Ecoles, social philosopher, author of numerous
books and articles - is the Cassandra warning Europeans of their approaching extinction, and the need to prepare for
the impending Battle of Europe. Michael O'Meara, Ph.D., studied social theory at the Ecoles des Hautes Etudes en
Sciences Sociales, and modern European history at the University of California. He is the author of New Culture, New
Right: Anti-Liberalism in Postmodern Europe (2004)."
A Tale of Two Vampires Katie Macalister 2012-09-04 Time isn’t always on a vampire’s side.... Iolanthe Tennyson has had
a very bad year—due in part to the very bad men in her life. So she’s accepted her cousin’s invitation to spend the
summer in Austria to indulge her photography hobby. Rumors of a haunted forest there draw Iolanthe into the dark
woods—and into the eighteenth century.... Nikola Czerny is a cursed man, forced by his half brothers to live forever as
a Dark One. But his miserable existence takes an intriguing turn when a strange, babbling woman is thrown in his path.
Iolanthe claims to know Nikola’s daughter—three hundred years in the future. She also knows what fate—in the form of
his murderous half brothers—has in store for him. If only she knew the consequences of changing the past to save one
good, impossibly sexy vampire...
PCI Express System Architecture Ravi Budruk 2004 ••PCI EXPRESS is considered to be the most general purpose bus so it
should appeal to a wide audience in this arena.•Today's buses are becoming more specialized to meet the needs of the
particular system applications, building the need for this book.•Mindshare and their only competitor in this space,
Solari, team up in this new book.
Practical Electronics Troubleshooting James Perozzo 1992 ALSO AVAILABLE Practical Electronics Troubleshooting , 2E,
ISBN: 0-8273-4053-2
How to Draw Undertale Water Studios 2016-10-15 Learn how to Draw Undertale Characters Step by Step with this easy to
use picture book for kids and adults. This Undertale drawing book contains detailed step by step instructions for
learning how to draw undertale game cartoons with tutorials on drawing following 10 characters: Asriel Dreemurr Doggo
Gaster Blaster Gerson Greater Dog Gyftrot Knight Knight Lesser Dog Madjick Mettaton EX Drawing lessons for kids and
adults to discover simple techniques for drawing a variety of easy undertale characters and have fun coloring them too.
Guardian of the Dead Karen Healey 2010-04-01 "You're Ellie Spencer." I opened my mouth, just as he added, "And your
eyes are opening." Seventeen-year-old Ellie Spencer is just like any other teenager at her boarding school. She hangs
out with her best friend Kevin, she obsesses over Mark, a cute and mysterious bad boy, and her biggest worry is her
paper deadline. But then everything changes. The news headlines are all abuzz about a local string of serial killings
that all share the same morbid trademark: the victims were discovered with their eyes missing. Then a beautiful yet
eerie woman enters Ellie's circle of friends and develops an unhealthy fascination with Kevin, and a crazed old man
grabs Ellie in a public square and shoves a tattered Bible into her hands, exclaiming, "You need it. It will save your
soul." Soon, Ellie finds herself plunged into a haunting world of vengeful fairies, Maori mythology, romance, betrayal,
and an epic battle for immortality.
Life Lessons for Mastering the Law of Attraction Jack Canfield 2013-02-05 Life Lessons for Mastering the Law of
Attraction teaches you what you need to know about living the Law of Attraction and how to create your own personal
success through its concepts.
The Company Daughters Samantha Rajaram 2020-10-30 ‘Blew my mind… so magically written and most of all that it is based
on true events… a hard-hitting, soul-crushing book… I loved every moment of it… immersive, heart-wrenching, I feel
emotional writing this review.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars Wanted: Company Daughters. Virtuous young ladies to become
the brides of industrious settlers in a foreign land. The Company will pay the cost of the lady’s dowry and travel.
Returns not permitted, orphans preferred. Amsterdam, 1620. Jana Beil has learned that life rarely provides moments of
joy. Having run away from a violent father, her days are spent searching for work in an effort to stay out of the city
brothels, where desperate women trade their bodies for a mouthful of bread. But when Jana is hired as a servant for the
wealthy and kind Master Reynst and his beautiful daughter Sontje, Jana’s future begins to look brighter. Then Master
Reynst loses his fortune on a bad investment, and everything changes. The house is sold to creditors, leaving Jana back
on the street and Sontje without a future. With no other choice, Jana and Sontje are forced to sign with the East India
Company as Company Daughters: sailing to a colonial Dutch outpost to become the brides of male settlers they know
nothing about. With fear in their hearts, the girls begin their journey – but what awaits them on the other side of the
world is nothing like what they’ve been promised… Based on true history, this is a gripping and unputdownable
historical novel, perfect for fans of Girl with a Pearl Earring, The Miniaturist and The Indigo Girl. WINNER OF THE
2021 GOLDEN CROWN LITERARY SOCIETY AWARD FOR DEBUT FICTION. FINALIST FOR THE 2021 BISEXUAL BOOK AWARDS. LONGLISTED FOR
THE 2021 HWA DEBUT CROWN AWARD. What readers are saying about The Company Daughters: ‘Blew my mind… a book I've told so
many people about purely because I'm still in disbelief that it exists, that it's so magically written and most of all
that it is based on true events… a hard-hitting, soul-crushing book of a woman's struggle to survive… I loved every
moment of it. Breathlessly, and in a way that took up my entire brain… immersive, heart-wrenching, and I feel emotional
writing this review.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘From the moment I started reading The Company Daughters, I was
captivated by this historical tale. Although it does contain a love story, it's not a romance…This was a gripping
read.’ Goodreads reviewer ‘This book is so stunningly tender and beautiful, all mixed in with some seriously tragic and
heart-wrenching events… Rajaram is an extremely skilled writer, and I love her writing style… The themes of sisterhood
and female love were so present in this book and I found it very moving.’ Goodreads reviewer ‘I was enchanted by this
book! It’s a delightful read that will have your emotions all over the place.’ Goodreads reviewer ‘I love historical
fiction, and this book touched on a topic and time I knew nearly nothing about…There’s love, there’s loss, there’s
surviving, there’s thriving… It was a very beautiful book.’ Goodreads reviewer ‘The Company Daughters is a beautifully
written love story… a perfect example of the power of human will and the endurance and hope that love can give a
person.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘This book has a beauty and grace to it. The author’s writing just flows off the
page, and although there are struggles and upsets by the time you close the book over you are filled with a warm glow.’
Goodreads reviewer ‘A powerful and insightful read. I look forward to reading more historical work by Samantha
Rajaram!’ Goodreads reviewer ‘Heartbreaking… a moving book… vivid, with amazing characters… This is a great read.’
Goodreads reviewer

Modern Ic Data and Substitution Manual Manahar Lotia 2003-02-01
Plasminogen: Structure, Activation, and Regulation David M. Waisman 2012-12-06 This volume showcases the most important
developments in the area of plasminogen regulation. The book is composed of about 16 chapters dealing with a range of
topics including the mechanisms of activation of plasminogen, the structure of plasminogen and plasminogen activators,
the role of plasminogen in various physiological and pathological processes (such as tumor growth and progression,
wound healing and fibrinolysis) and the interrelationship of the plasmin/MMP proteolytic systems.
The Grace Walk Experience Steve McVey 2008-03-01 For years, Steve McVey's Grace Walk (more than 200,000 copies sold)
has inspired Christians to leave behind a performance and fear-based faith to embrace a faith lived in abundance and
grace. Now The Grace Walk Experience workbook helps readers move that message of hope from their heads to their hearts
as they explore eight truths that have changed lives worldwide daily, interactive studies that reveal grace as much
more than a doctrine ways to quit "doing" for God so that He can live through them illustrations of the wonder and
miracle of faith as God intended God's Word, salvation, and evangelism with new perspective This excellent tool for
church classes, small group discussion, and individual study will lead believers to understand their identity in
Christ, let go of legalism, and make room for the overflowing love, mercy, and purpose of life lived wholly in God's
grace.
Introduction to Engineering Materials Vernon John 1992 The first edition of this highly successful text aimed, 'to deal
with the basic principles of materials science in a simply yet meaningful manner'. The second edition broadened the
scope to incorporate the higher years of a degree course and included many more worked examples. This new third edition
remains firmly targetted at the undergraduate market, and is comprised of five main sections: Materials Science,
Engineering Materials, Forming Processes, Behaviour in Service and Property and Evaluation Tests, resulting in 32
chapters (as compared to 17 in the 2nd edition). The numbers of worked examples have been reduced, due to the
publication of John's Work Out: Engineering Materials which is recommended to be used alongside the main text and is
comprised mainly of worked examples and problems.
Handbook of Reading Interventions Rollanda E. O'Connor 2011-06-17 Comprehensive, authoritative, and designed for
practical utility, this handbook presents evidence-based approaches for helping struggling readers and those at risk
for literacy difficulties or delays. Leading experts explain how current research on all aspects of literacy translates
into innovative classroom practices. Chapters include clear descriptions of effective interventions for word
recognition, spelling, fluency, vocabulary, comprehension, and writing, complete with concrete examples and teaching
scripts. Coverage also encompasses preschool literacy instruction and interventions for older readers, English language
learners, and students with learning disabilities, as well as peer-mediated and tutoring approaches.
Opposing Sides CM Doporto 2014-05-30
Student Solutions Manual for Calculus: One Variable, 10e (Chapters 1 - 12) Saturnino L. Salas 2007-01-29 Practice
calculus with this solutions manual For students using Calculus: One and Several Variables for classroom instruction,
this complete solutions manual for chapters 1-12 provides the answer key to the one-variable problems presented in the
text. Now in its tenth edition, Calculus: One and Several Variables has become known for its easy-to-understand writing
style and balance of theory and application. With this solutions manual, students can apply their knowledge using the
problems presented in the first 12 chapters and check their work as they go.
Technology Computer Aided Design Chandan Kumar Sarkar 2018-09-03 Responding to recent developments and a growing VLSI
circuit manufacturing market, Technology Computer Aided Design: Simulation for VLSI MOSFET examines advanced MOSFET
processes and devices through TCAD numerical simulations. The book provides a balanced summary of TCAD and MOSFET basic
concepts, equations, physics, and new technologies related to TCAD and MOSFET. A firm grasp of these concepts allows
for the design of better models, thus streamlining the design process, saving time and money. This book places emphasis
on the importance of modeling and simulations of VLSI MOS transistors and TCAD software. Providing background concepts
involved in the TCAD simulation of MOSFET devices, it presents concepts in a simplified manner, frequently using
comparisons to everyday-life experiences. The book then explains concepts in depth, with required mathematics and
program code. This book also details the classical semiconductor physics for understanding the principle of operations
for VLSI MOS transistors, illustrates recent developments in the area of MOSFET and other electronic devices, and
analyzes the evolution of the role of modeling and simulation of MOSFET. It also provides exposure to the two most
commercially popular TCAD simulation tools Silvaco and Sentaurus. • Emphasizes the need for TCAD simulation to be
included within VLSI design flow for nano-scale integrated circuits • Introduces the advantages of TCAD simulations for
device and process technology characterization • Presents the fundamental physics and mathematics incorporated in the
TCAD tools • Includes popular commercial TCAD simulation tools (Silvaco and Sentaurus) • Provides characterization of
performances of VLSI MOSFETs through TCAD tools • Offers familiarization to compact modeling for VLSI circuit
simulation R&D cost and time for electronic product development is drastically reduced by taking advantage of TCAD
tools, making it indispensable for modern VLSI device technologies. They provide a means to characterize the MOS
transistors and improve the VLSI circuit simulation procedure. The comprehensive information and systematic approach to
design, characterization, fabrication, and computation of VLSI MOS transistor through TCAD tools presented in this book
provides a thorough foundation for the development of models that simplify the design verification process and make it
cost effective.
Her Summer with the Marine Susan Meier 2014-03-10 Their competition has never been so irresistible The last person
Ellie McDermott wanted to run into after returning to her hometown is Finn Donovan, her high school nemesis and the guy
she crossed the line from enemies to lovers with one night years ago. Now ex-military, tattooed, and still sexy as
hell, Finn is a complication Ellie doesn't need-she needs to concentrate on saving her family business. Finn's entire
life, Ellie was there, going head-to-head with him in every class, bee, and test. So it's no surprise she'd show up
just as he was about to take over her father's struggling business. It is a surprise, though, that his attraction to
her is even more explosive than it had been. Acting on their attraction is one thing, but Finn has to turn a profit to
save his own family, and nothing-not even love-will get in his way. Donovan Brothers Book 1: Her Summer with the Marine
Donovan Brothers Book 2: Chasing the Runaway Bride Donovan Brothers Book 3: Head Over Heels for the Boss
Volkswagen Vanagon Volkswagen of America 1991 Bentley Publishers is the exclusive factory-authorized publisher of
Volkswagen Service Manuals in the United States and Canada. In every manual we provide full factory repair procedures,
specifications, tolerances, electrical wiring diagrams, and lubrication and maintenance information. Bentley manuals
are the only complete, authoritative source of Volkswagen maintenance and repair information. Even if you never intend
to service your car yourself, you'll find that owning a Bentley Manual will help you to discuss repairs more
intelligently with your service technician.
Loved and Lost Stephanie E. Kusiak 2019-02-10
Jung and the Postmodern Christopher Hauke 2013-10-23 What has Jung to do with the Postmodern? Chris Hauke's lively and
provocative book, puts the case that Jung's psychology constitutes a critique of modernity that brings it in line with
many aspects of the postmodern critique of contemporary culture. The metaphor he uses is one in which 'we are gazing
through a Jungian transparency or filter being held up against the postmodern while, from the other side, we are also
able to look through a transparency or filter of the postmodern to gaze at Jung. From either direction there will be a
new and surprising vision.' Setting Jung against a range of postmodern thinkers, Hauke recontextualizes Jung' s thought
as a reponse to modernity, placing it - sometimes in parallel and sometimes in contrast to - various postmodern
discourses. Including chapters on themes such as meaning, knowledge and power, the contribution of architectural
criticism to the postmodern debate, Nietzsche's perspective theory of affect and Jung's complex theory, representation
and symbolization, constructivism and pluralism, this is a book which will find a ready audience in academy and
profession alike.
Happyslapped by a Jellyfish Karl Pilkington 2007-10-29 A collection of hilarious and compelling insights and anecdotes,
diary entries, poems, 'true' facts and cartoons on travel from Karl Pilkington, unlikely star of the Ricky Gervais
Show, the world's most successful podcast This is the travel book for people who don't particularly like travelling,
it's Karl Pilkington, star of The Ricky Gervais Podcast Show, with a suitcase, occasionally with his passport, more
often with a bemused suspicion of anything vaguely exotic, and an observant eye for the disappointments, tedium,
general weirdness and absurdities of being a tourist abroad and at home. From staring at Mount Vesuvius in case it
erupts and the horrors of a Lanzarote nudist beach to the curiosities to be seen in the world's weirdest museum. Told
with his inimitable deadpan humour, Pilkington's stories are interspersed with fond reflections on life back in
England, from Salford joy riders to what his girlfriend's mum and dad have for dinner on a Thursday (it's chops and
veg. in case you're wondering).
CRISC Review Manual 6th Edition Isaca 2016
An Introduction to HPLC for Pharmaceutical Analysis Oona McPolin 2009-03-01 If you are new to HPLC, this book provides
an invaluable guide to how HPLC is actually used when analysing pharmaceuticals. It is full of practical advice on the
operation of HPLC systems combined with the necessary theoretical knowledge to ensure understanding of the technique.
Key features include: A thorough discussion of the stationary phase enabling the reader to make sense of the many
parameters used to describe a HPLC column; Practical advice and helpful hints for the preparation and use of mobile
phase; A complete overview of each of the different components which together make up a HPLC system; A description of
the contents of a typical HPLC analytical method and how to interpret these; A step-by-step guide on how to follow a
method and set up a HPLC analysis; A discussion of system suitability criteria and how to interpret the values obtained
during an analysis; Explanation of the common methods of calibration and quantification used for pharmaceutical
analysis.
Japanese transistor substitution manual 1978
Profiting with Iron Condor Options Michael Benklifa 2011-01-19 In a straightforward approach, Hanania Benklifa provides
readers the practical knowledge needed to trade options conservatively in Profiting with Iron Condor Options:
Strategies from the Frontline for Trading in Up or Down Markets. The objectives are simple: make 2%-4% a month staying
in the market as little as possible. Market experts use option condors to consistently earn monthly returns while
trading conservatively and staying in the market as little as possible. Benklifa--who manages $10+ million in condor
trades each month--shows you exactly how to run these trades and earn these returns, delivering all the details you
need to master every nuance of this remarkable strategy. Benklifa shares option condors examples using market
realities, not oversimplified abstractions. You’ll learn how to handle real-life market dynamics that can dramatically
impact results, including rising and falling volatility, changing bid-ask spreads, and distorted call parity. You’ll
learn how to profit in the sideways markets where condor options are most widely used--and also in extreme-trending
markets that offer their own surprising opportunities. Traders who focus on a specific type of trade have a history of
outperforming stock pickers and directional investors. This book will give you that deep and usable level of knowledge
about one of today’s most well-proven strategies: option condors.
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Keeping The Millennials Joanne Sujansky 2009-06-02 "A growing problem for many of today's businesses is the high
turnover rate of Generation Y employees, also known as Millennials. In Keeping the Millennials, doctors Sujansky and
Ferri-Reed explore the reasons for this situation and what can be done about it. They explain how and why companies are
losing money due to high turnover, how to create a Millennial-friendly work environment, and how to fix the problem
with effective long-term solutions. Readers will also discover what the most common complaints are between generations,
the mistakes that companies make that brand them as bad places for young workers, the top attributes of "cool"
companies, and more. This is an eye-opening guide to building a great workforce that includes and welcomes today's
Millennial workers."--Publisher's website.
Developing Intelligent Agent Systems Lin Padgham 2005-06-24 Build your own intelligent agent system... Intelligent
agent technology is a tool of modern computer science that can be used to engineer complex computer programmes that
behave rationally in dynamic and changing environments. Applications range from small programmes that intelligently
search the Web buying and selling goods via electronic commerce, to autonomous space probes. This powerful technology
is not widely used, however, as developing intelligent agent software requires high levels of training and skill. The
authors of this book have developed and tested a methodology and tools for developing intelligent agent systems. With
this methodology (Prometheus) developers can start agent-oriented designs and implementations easily from scratch
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